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Abstract. One of the claimed advantages of model checking is its capabil-
ity to provide a counter-example explaining why a property is violated by
a given system. Nevertheless, branching logics such as Computation Tree
Logic and its extensions have complex branching counter-examples, and
standard model checkers such as NuSMV do not produce complete counter-
examples—that is, counter-examples providing all information needed to
understand the verification outcome—and are limited to single executions.
Many branching logics can be translated into the µ-calculus. To solve
this problem of producing complete and complex counter-examples for
branching logics, we propose a µ-calculus-based framework with rich
explanations. It integrates a µ-calculus model checker that produces com-
plete explanations, and several functionalities to translate them back to
the original logic. In addition to the framework itself, we describe its
implementation in Python and illustrate its applicability with Alternating
Temporal Logic.

1 Introduction

Model checking is a verification technique that performs an exhaustive search
among the behaviors of a system to determine if it satisfies a given property, usu-
ally expressed in a logic [10,2]. Branching logics, such as CTL, express properties
about the branching structure of the system [12]. Many extensions of CTL have
been proposed to take into account other aspects of the verified systems, such as
knowledge—with CTLK [28]—, or strategic abilities—with ATL [1]. Such logics
can be translated into the propositional µ-calculus, a logic based on fixpoint and
modal operators [22].

Producing an explanation of the verification outcome is one of the claimed
advantages of model checking. But, in the case of branching logics, the ex-
planations can be very rich as, in general, branching logics need branching
counter-examples [3]. They have to show different branches of the execution tree
of the system to fully explain the truth value of the property. However, current
state-of-the-art tools such as NuSMV only produce single executions of the model
when explaining why a property is violated [9].

The goal of this paper is to propose techniques and tools to generate, visualize
and manipulate explanations for µ-calculus-based logics such as CTL, CTLK and
ATL. Let us suppose that someone—the designer—uses some logic—the top-level
logic—to express and verify facts about some system, and wants to develop a



model checker for it. She can either develop the tool from scratch, or she can
translate the models and formulas into another logic—the base logic—and use
existing tools to solve the model-checking problem.

Many logics can be translated into the µ-calculus, making it a good candidate
for a base logic. Nevertheless, when translating her model-checking problem into
µ-calculus, the designer has no help to facilitate this translation, in particular,
the counter-examples returned by the model checker (if any) are expressed
in terms of µ-calculus primitives instead of top-level logic ones. To overcome
this limitation and to help designers to quickly develop a model checker with
rich counter-examples, this paper proposes a µ-calculus-based framework with
rich explanations. The framework provides a µ-calculus model checker that
generates rich explanations and functionalities to define how top-level logic
formulas are translated into µ-calculus, to control how the µ-calculus explanations
are generated, and to translate µ-calculus explanations into top-level logic ones.
These functionalities are the following:

1. Formula aliases link the formulas stored in the obligations to the top-level
logic formulas they represent.

2. The relational graph algebra of Dong et al. [15] is provided to transform
explanations into the part of the original model they represent.

3. Obligation and edge attributors add information to individual nodes and
edges of the explanation graph.

4. Local translation focuses on the small part that explains a given alias without
having to deal with the whole graph at once.

5. Choosers can be used to perform interactive or guided generation of explana-
tions. They also introduce the notion of partial explanations.

6. Formula markers are tags on formulas. Points of interest and points of
decision are provided, but other markers can be defined by the designer.

All these functionalities work together to help the designer to produce useful
explanations. Figure 1 illustrates the structure of the framework.
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Fig. 1. The structure of the framework. In gray, the parts that the designer has to
define; in white, the elements provided by the framework.



The designer first translates the original model and formula into µ-calculus.
She can decorate the translated formulas with aliases and markers, and she can
also attach attributors, local translators and choosers. The aliases and markers will
be present in the obligations in the generated enriched µ-calculus explanation to
help the designer with their translation. The attributors and local translators are
used by the model checker to add extra information to the generated explanations.
The choosers allow the model checker to make the right choices. Finally, the
designer translates the enriched explanation back into the top-level logic language
thanks to the relational graph algebra.

The features are generic and complement each other: (1) the relational algebra,
attributors and local translators manipulate the explanation at different scales;
(2) points of decision and choosers work together to produce smaller partial
strategies and to select the explanations of interest; (3) points of interest and
aliases add information to important formulas.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Sect. 2 presents the
propositional µ-calculus. Section 3 describes the framework for µ-calculus-based
logics explanations, and Sect. 4 its implementation in Python. Section 5 applies
the framework to the case of ATL model checking. Section 6 briefly compares
the framework with related work, and Sect. 7 draws conclusions.

2 The Propositional µ-Calculus

The µ-calculus is a logic based on fixpoints [22]. Its formulas follow the grammar

φ ∶∶= true ∣ p ∣ v ∣ ¬φ ∣ φ ∨ φ ∣◇i φ ∣ µv. φ

where p ∈ AP are atomic propositions and v ∈ Var are variables. For instance,
◇i φ means that there exists a successor through the transition relation i that
satisfies φ, that is, a state satisfying φ can be reached in one step through the
transition relation i.

We write Lµ for the set of µ-calculus formulas. Other operators can be defined
in terms of the ones above, such as ◻i φ ≡ ¬◇i ¬φ and νv. φ ≡ ¬µv. ¬φ(¬v).

A variable v is bound in φ if it is enclosed in a sub-formula µv. ψ or νv. ψ;
otherwise, it is free. We sometimes note µv. ψ(v), νv. ψ(v), and ψ(v) to stress
the fact that ψ contains free occurrences of variable v. We write ψ[χ/v]—or
equivalently ψ(χ) when v is clear from the context—for the µ-calculus formula ψ
where every free occurrence of v is replaced by χ. We write ψk(χ) for k nestings
of ψ around χ, that is, ψ0(χ) = χ and ψk+1(χ) = ψ(ψk(χ)).

Any formula µv. ψ or νv. ψ, must be syntactically monotone, that is, all
occurrences of v in ψ must fall under an even number of negations. A formula
is in positive normal form if negations are only applied to atomic propositions
and variables. Any syntactically monotone formula can be transformed into an
equivalent syntactically monotone formula in positive normal form.

µ-calculus models are Kripke structures S = ⟨Q,{Ri ∣ i ∈ Σ}, V ⟩ where (1) Q
is a finite set of states; (2) Ri ⊆ Q×Q are ∣Σ∣ transition relations; (3) V ∶ Q→ 2AP

labels the states with atomic propositions. We write q →i q′ for ⟨q, q′⟩ ∈ Ri.



µ-calculus formulas are interpreted as sets of states under a given environment.
An environment is a function e ∶ Var → 2Q associating sets of states to variables.
The set of environments is noted E . We write e[Q′/v], for Q′ ⊆ Q and v ∈ Var ,
for the function e′ such that e′(v) = Q′ and e′ agrees with e for all other
variables. The semantics of formulas is given by the function JφKSe. It takes
a formula φ and an environment e defined at least for the free variables of
φ, and returns the corresponding set of states. This function is defined as:

JtrueKSe = Q,
JvKSe = e(v),
JpKSe = {q ∈ Q ∣ p ∈ V (q)},

J◇i φKSe = {q ∈ Q ∣ ∃q′ ∈ Q s.t. q →i q′ ∧ q′ ∈ JφKSe},

J¬φKSe = Q/JφKSe,

Jφ ∨ ψKSe = JφKSe ∪ JψKSe,

Jµv. φKSe =⋂{Q′ ⊆ Q ∣ JφKSe[Q′/v] ⊆ Q′}.

3 A µ-Calculus-based Framework for Rich Explanations

This section presents the µ-calculus-based framework we propose. To illustrate
the concepts, we will use the case of ATL model checking, presented in Sect. 3.1.
Section 3.2 describes µ-calculus explanations, and Sect. 3.3 presents the function-
alities to translate these explanations back to the original logic.

3.1 Translation of ATL models and formulas to µ-calculus

ATL formulas are built with atomic propositions and Boolean connectives, as
well as coalition modalities ⟪⟫ and JK reasoning about the strategies of groups of
agents to enforce temporal objectives specified with the standard X, F, G and U
temporal operators [1]. For instance, the formula ⟪Γ⟫F p expresses the fact that
agents Γ have a strategy to reach, within a finite number of steps, some goal p,
and JΓ KG q that they have no strategy to maintain some other goal q forever.

ATL formulas are interpreted over the states of concurrent game structures
(CGS) S = ⟨Ag,Q,Q0,Act, e, δ, V ⟩ defining the states (Q) and agents (Ag) of the
system, what they can do (e ∶ Ag → (Q→ (2Act/∅))), and how the system evolves
according to their choices (δ ∶ Q ×ActAg → Q).

Given a CGS S, a state q of S, and an ATL formula φ, we can translate S
into a Kripke structure S′, q into a state q′ of S′, and φ into a µ-calculus formula
φ′ such that q satisfies φ if and only if q′ satisfies φ′. To avoid technical details,
this section only presents the intuition of the translation and focuses on a small
subset of ATL operators. The full translation can be found in [4].

The idea of the translation from a CGS S = ⟨Ag,Q,Q0,Act, e, δ, V ⟩ to a
structure S′ = ⟨Q′,{R′

i ∣ i ∈ Σ}, V ′⟩ is to derive, from each state q ∈ Q, each group
of agents Γ ⊆ Ag, and each joint action aΓ of Γ , a new state qaΓ representing the
fact that Γ chose to play aΓ in q. For each group Γ ⊆ Ag, two transition relations
are derived from δ: RΓchoose links any state q ∈ Q to the derived states qaΓ for all
possible actions aΓ of Γ ; RΓfollow links any derived state qaΓ to the successors of



q restricted to the ones reached if Γ choose aΓ . Intuitively, the derived structure

S′ encodes in two steps (q → qaΓ → q′) the one-step transitions of S (q
aÐ→ q′).

The set Σ of relations names is Σ = {Γchoose ∣ Γ ⊆ Ag} ∪ {Γfollow ∣ Γ ⊆ Ag},
that is, two transition relations for each group of agents.

Figure 2 presents the CGS of a simple one-bit transmission problem in which
a sender tries to send a value through an unreliable link. The sender can send
the value or wait, and the transmitter can transmit the message (if any), or block
the transmission. In this context, we ask whether the transmitter has a strategy
to never transmit the value, that is, if q0 satisfies ⟪transmitter⟫G ¬sent.

q0

¬sent

q1

sent

⟨∗, block⟩

⟨wait,∗⟩
⟨send, transmit⟩

⟨∗,∗⟩

Fig. 2. The CGS of the bit transmission problem. The action pairs are the actions of
the sender and the transmitter, respectively. ∗ means any action of the agent.

The CGS of this bit transmission problem can be translated into a µ-calculus
Kripke structure. Figure 3 presents a part of the translation, focusing on the
states derived from q0; the part about q1 is not shown. For instance, in q0, the
sender can choose the action send to transition to q0send . The transmitter’s
following action can either be block, which transitions back to q0, or transmit,
which transitions to q1.
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Fig. 3. A part of the translation of the bit transmission CGS. sc and sf mean
sender chooses and sender follows, tc and tf mean transmitter chooses and
transmitter follows. Transition relations for the two other groups of agents (no agent,
and both agents) are not shown.

ATL formulas can also be translated into µ-calculus formulas. The formula
⟪transmitter⟫G ¬sent is translated as

φns = νv. ¬sent ∧◇trans chooses (◇trans follows true ∧ ◻trans follows v). (1)



The main idea behind this translation is that a state satisfies the second term
◇trans chooses (◇trans follows true ∧◻trans follows v) if there exists an action for
transmitter that is enabled and such that all choices of the other agents lead to
v, that is, if the transmitter can enforce to reach v in one step. Then, a state
satisfies φns if the transmitter can enforce to stay in states satisfying ¬sent
forever, that is, if the transmitter has a strategy to enforce G ¬sent.

To explain why an ATL formula φ is satisfied by a state q of some CGS
S, we want to extract the part of the model starting at q that is responsible
for the satisfaction. Furthermore, as such part can be complex and difficult to
understand, we want to annotate each state with the sub-formulas of φ that are
true in that state. For instance, Fig. 4 gives an explanation for why q0 satisfies
⟪transmitter⟫G ¬sent. The explanation shows that, in q0, the block action of
the transmitter allows it to prevent the message to be sent.

q0

¬sent

⟪transmitter⟫G ¬sent
⟪transmitter⟫X ⟪transmitter⟫G ¬sent

⟨∗, block⟩

Fig. 4. An explanation for why the transmitter can prevent the value to be sent.

3.2 µ-Calculus Explanations

A µ-calculus explanation is a graph where nodes are triplets—called obligations—
composed of a state q of S, a µ-calculus formula φ, and an environment e. An
edge ⟨⟨q, φ, e⟩, ⟨q′, φ′, e′⟩⟩ encodes the fact that q ∈ JφKSe because q′ ∈ Jφ′KSe′. In
this section, all µ-calculus formulas are considered in positive normal form, that
is, all negations are applied to atomic propositions or variables only.

More formally, given a Kripke structure S = ⟨Q,{Ri ∣ i ∈ Σ}, V ⟩, an explana-
tion is a graph E = ⟨O,T ⟩ such that the nodes O ⊆ Q×Lµ×E are triplets of states
of S, µ-formulas and environments, and the edges T ⊆ O × O link obligations
together. The set of successors of o is noted succ(o) = {o′ ∣ ⟨o, o′⟩ ∈ T}.

We are interested in explanations that are adequate, that is, that effectively
show why q satisfies φ in environment e. An explanation E is adequate for
explaining why q ∈ JφKSe if it is consistent, matches S—that is, is composed of
elements of S—and ⟨q, φ, e⟩ ∈ O.

An explanation is consistent if it exhibits the different parts needed to
explain its elements. More formally, let E = ⟨O,T ⟩ be an explanation and let
o = ⟨q, φ, e⟩ ∈ O. o is said to be locally consistent in E iff

– φ ≠ false;
– if φ = true, then succ(o) = ∅;
– if φ = p or φ = ¬p, for p ∈ AP , then succ(o) = ∅;
– if φ = v or φ = ¬v, for v ∈ Var , then q ∈ e(v) (resp. q /∈ e(v)) and succ(o) = ∅;
– if φ = φ1 ∧ φ2 then succ(o) = {⟨q, φ1, e⟩, ⟨q, φ2, e⟩};



– if φ = φ1 ∨ φ2 then succ(o) = {⟨q, φj , e⟩} for some j ∈ {1,2};
– if φ =◇iφ

′ then succ(o) = {⟨q′, φ′, e⟩} for some state q′;
– if φ = ◻iφ′ then, for all o′ ∈ succ(o), o′ = ⟨q′, φ′, e⟩ for some state q′;
– if φ = µv.ψ(v), then succ(o) = {⟨q,ψk(false), e⟩} for some k ≥ 0;
– if φ = νv.ψ(v), then succ(o) = {⟨q,ψ(φ), e⟩}.

E is then consistent iff all obligations o ∈ O are locally consistent in E. Intuitively,
if φ = µv. ψ, then q ∈ JφKSe because q belongs to a finite number of applications
of ψ on false, that is, q ∈ Jψk(false)KSe for some k ≥ 0. On the other hand, this
idea cannot be applied for φ = νv. ψ. In this case, q ∈ JφKSe because it belongs to
any number of applications of ψ on true. Thus, to explain it, E simply shows
that q ∈ Jψ(φ)KSe and relies on the fact that the structure has a finite number of
states to ensure that the explanation is finite as well.

Furthermore, E matches S iff

1. for all ⟨q′, φ′, e′⟩ ∈ O, q′ ∈ Q;
2. for all ⟨q′, p, e′⟩ ∈ O, p ∈ V (q′) and for all ⟨q′,¬p, e′⟩ ∈ O, p /∈ V (q′);
3. for all ⟨⟨q′, φ′, e′⟩, ⟨q′′, φ′′, e′′⟩⟩ ∈ T , either q′ = q′′, or φ′ belongs to {◇iφ

′′,◻iφ′′}
and ⟨q′, q′′⟩ ∈ Ri;

4. for all o′ = ⟨q′,◻iφ′, e′⟩ ∈ O, ⟨q′, q′′⟩ ∈ Ri iff ∃o′′ ∈ succ(o′) s.t. o′′ = ⟨q′′, φ′′, e′′⟩.

E matches S if E is part of S: (1) the states of E are states of S; (2) atomic
propositions of E are coherent with labels of S; (3) successor states in E are
successors in S; (4) the explanation for the ◻i operator exhibits all successors
through Ri.

For instance, Figure 5 gives an adequate explanation for φns (of Equation 1)
holding in state q0 of the µ-calculus structure of the bit transmission problem.

q0, φns, e

q0,¬sent ∧◇tc (◇tf true ∧ ◻tf φns), e

q0,¬sent, e q0,◇tc (◇tf true ∧ ◻tf φns), e

q0block ,◇tf true ∧ ◻tf φns, e

q0block ,◇tf true, e q0block ,◻tf φns, e

q0, true, e

Fig. 5. An explanation for why q0 ∈ JφnsKSe in the bit transmission problem. tc and tf
mean transmitter chooses and transmitter follows, respectively.

Adequate explanations are necessary and sufficient proofs for why q ∈ JφKSe,
captured by the following property.



Property 1. Given a Kripke structure S = ⟨Q,{Ri ∣ i ∈ Σ}, V ⟩, a state q ∈ Q, a
µ-calculus formula φ and an environment e, q ∈ JφKSe if and only if there exists
an adequate explanation E for q ∈ JφKSe.

Proof (Proof Sketch). The left-to-right direction is proved by the generating
algorithm of this paper: if q ∈ JφKSe, then it generates an adequate explanation
for q ∈ JφKSe. The other direction can be shown by induction over the structure of
φ. The main idea is that, if E is adequate for sub-formulas, then local consistency
and matching S are sufficient conditions for the formula to be satisfied. ⊓⊔

Furthermore, we can view adequate explanations as patterns. An explanation
E defines an entire set of Kripke structures K(E) that E matches. E is thus an
explanation for why all structures of K(E) satisfy any formula φ that E contains.
This intuition is formally captured by the following property.

Property 2. Given a consistent explanation E = ⟨O,T ⟩, for all ⟨q, φ, e⟩ ∈ O,
q ∈ JφKSe for all S such that E matches S.

Proof. This property is directly derived from Property 1. If E is consistent, E
matches S and ⟨q, φ, e⟩ ∈ O, then E is adequate for q ∈ JφKSe. By Property 1,
since there exists an adequate explanation for q ∈ JφKSe, q ∈ JφKSe is true. ⊓⊔

Finally, we can define an algorithm to generate adequate explanations for
µ-calculus formulas, presented in Algorithm 1. It takes a Kripke structure S, a
state q of S, a µ-calculus formula φ, and an environment e such that q ∈ JφKSe,
and returns an adequate explanation for q ∈ JφKSe. Intuitively, the algorithm
starts with an empty explanation and the ⟨q, φ, e⟩ obligation in the pending
set. Then it considers each obligation o′ ∈ pending, adding to O and T the
necessary obligations and edges to make o′ locally consistent and matching S,
and adding to pending the newly discovered obligations. It stops the process
when all obligations have been made locally consistent in ⟨O,T ⟩.

3.3 Translating µ-Calculus Explanations

The previous section proposed a structure to explain why a µ-calculus formula
is satisfied by a state of some Kripke structure. Nevertheless, as the µ-calculus
model checker and explanations are used to solve the model-checking problem of
some other top-level logic, the usefulness of such explanations is limited. This
section presents the set of functionalities the framework provides to help the
designer to translate the µ-calculus explanations back into the top-level logic.
They are generic to allow her to easily translate the explanations for logics such
as CTL, CTLK, ATL or PDL [16], as well as fair variants such as Fair CTL [13].

First, aliases allow the designer to hide µ-calculus translations behind top-
level logic formulas. Second, to ease the translation of explanations back into the
original model language, the framework integrates the relational graph algebra
of Dong et al. [15]. This algebra allows the designer to translate the explanation
back into the original model language, but it treats the explanation as a whole.



Algorithm 1: explain(S, q, φ, e)
Data: S = ⟨Q,{Ri ∣ i ∈ Σ}, V ⟩ a Kripke structure, q ∈ Q a state of S, φ a

µ-calculus formula, and e an environment such that q ∈ JφKSe.
Result: An adequate explanation for q ∈ JφKSe.

O = ∅; T = ∅; pending = {⟨q, φ, e⟩}
while pending ≠ ∅ do

pick o′ = ⟨q′, φ′, e′⟩ ∈ pending
pending = pending/{o′}
O = O ∪ {o′}
case φ′ ∈ {true, p,¬p, v,¬v}: O′ = ∅
case φ′ = φ1 ∧ φ2: O′ = {⟨q′, φ1, e

′
⟩, ⟨q′, φ2, e

′
⟩}

case φ′ = φ1 ∨ φ2

if q′ ∈ Jφ1KSe′ then O′ = {⟨q′, φ1, e
′
⟩} else O′ = {⟨q′, φ2, e

′
⟩}

case φ′ =◇i φ
′′

pick q′′ ∈ {q′′ ∈ Q ∣ ⟨q′, q′′⟩ ∈ Ri ∧ q
′′
∈ Jφ′′KSe′}

O′ = {⟨q′′, φ′′, e′⟩}

case φ′ = ◻i φ
′′: O′ = {⟨q′′, φ′′, e′⟩ ∣ ⟨q′, q′′⟩ ∈ Ri}

case φ′ = µv. ψ

φ′′ = false; sat = Jφ′′KSe′

while q′ /∈ sat do

φ′′ = ψ(φ′′); sat = Jφ′′KSe′

O′ = {⟨q′, φ′′, e′⟩}

case φ′ = νv. ψ: O′ = {⟨q′, ψ(φ′), e′⟩}
T = T ∪ {⟨o′, o′′⟩ ∣ o′′ ∈ O′}
pending = pending ∪ (O′/O)

return ⟨O,T ⟩

To ease the addition of information to individual obligations and edges, the
framework also provides the notion of attributors. Finally, local translators are
proposed to treat small parts of the given graph.

These functionalities help the designer to translate the µ-calculus explanation
into another graph that is closer to the initial model language. Nevertheless, the
designer has no control on the initial explanation the algorithm produces. To
allow the designer to interfere into the choices the explain algorithm makes, the
framework provides choosers.

Aliases An alias α is a syntactic function that takes a set of arguments and
returns an aliased µ-calculus formula. The alias of an aliased formula is then
used to hide the latter behind something more intelligible. For instance, the alias
⟪⟫X(Γ,φ) =◇Γchoose (◇Γfollow true ∧◻Γfollow φ) replaces the formula φns with
νv. ¬sent ∧ ⟪transmitter⟫X v.



Relational Graph Algebra The relational graph algebra of Dong et al. includes
operators such as the union G1 ∪G2 and intersection G1 ∩G2 of two graphs G1

and G2, the selection σfv,fe(G) of nodes and edges satisfying a condition, the
projection πdv,de(G) of nodes and edges on sub-domains dv and de, the grouping
γdv,de(G) of nodes and edges, etc. Thanks to this algebra, the designer can
transform explanations into other graphs.

Obligation and Edge Attributors An attribute is data associated to expla-
nation nodes and edges, and an attributor is a function adding attributes to an
obligation or edge. They work as local decorators, in the sense that they deal
with obligations and edges one at a time. They can be given to the generating
algorithm to be run on every obligation or edge, or they can be attached to
individual aliases to be run only on the obligations with instantiations of the
aliases, or outgoing edges of these obligations. This improves the performances
of decorating the graph when only a few elements must be decorated. In the case
of ATL, we can define an attributor to attach to obligations the original CGS
state their state derives from.

Local Translation A local translator is a function taking a relational graph
and a particular node as arguments, and updating the graph. The part of the
explanation a local translator receives is defined by the alias it is attached to. For
instance, with a local translator, we can add edges to an explanation between an
obligation labelled with a ⟪⟫X alias and all the original successors of its state.
The advantage of such a local translator is that the part of the graph it receives
is the one explaining the ⟪⟫X operator only.

Choosers and Partial Explanations A chooser takes an obligation and a set
of possible successors of this obligation and returns a subset of these successors
depending on the operator of the formula of the given obligation:

– for ∨ and ◇i operators, at most one successor must be chosen, to ensure a
consistent explanation.

– for ∧ and ◻i operators, the full explanation shows all successors, but a subset
can be returned.

– for the other operators, there is no meaningful choice: there is no successor
for true formulas, atomic propositions or variables, and there is only one
successor for least and greatest fixpoint formulas.

Choosers can guide the explanation generation by choosing particular succes-
sors, but also limit the size of the generated explanation by only exploring parts
of it. This introduces the notion of partial explanations, that is, explanations
where some obligations are not fully explained because they lack some successors.
The advantage of partial explanations is that the complete explanation can be
too large to be generated or understood, so getting a part of it is better than
nothing. Furthermore, choosers enable interactive generation of explanations as
they can ask the user to resolve some choices.



Markers They are attached to formulas. The framework provides two types of
markers, points of interest, and points of decision, but new types can be defined
by the designer. Points of interest are intended to mark the formulas that are
important for the designer. On the other hand, the model checker takes points
of decision into account when generating explanations: whenever an obligation
formula is marked with such a point, the model checker does not explain it. This
produces partial explanations that can be later expanded by the user by forcing
the generation of the missing parts.

Thanks to all these features, it is possible to transform the µ-calculus expla-
nation of Fig. 5 for the formula ⟪transmitter⟫G ¬sent and get the explanation
of Fig. 6. For this translation, we used:

– aliases to hide µ-calculus formulas behind their ATL counterparts,
– points of interest for marking the formulas that have an ATL counterpart,
– an obligation attributor to extend each obligation with the original state,
– a local translator to add the edge with the action of the transmitter,
– the relational graph algebra to merge nodes together and gather the formulas

that the state satisfies.

q0,
{⟪transmitter⟫G ¬sent, ¬sent,

⟪transmitter⟫X ⟪transmitter⟫G ¬sent}
⟨block⟩

Fig. 6. A translation of the µ-calculus explanation of Fig. 5 using the translation
features of the framework.

4 Implementation

The framework has been implemented in Python using PyNuSMV for solving the
model-checking problem. PyNuSMV is a library for prototyping symbolic model-
checking algorithms based on NuSMV [6]. The implementation and examples are
available on http://lvl.info.ucl.ac.be/FM2018/FM2018.

First, to be able to use the framework, the designer has to derive, from the
original model, a µ-calculus Kripke structure S = ⟨Q,{Ri ∣ i ∈ Σ}, V ⟩. Such a
structure is implemented with PyNuSMV as a standard SMV model to which
several transition relations Ri are attached.

Second, the framework provides Python classes to define µ-calculus formulas,
one for each µ-calculus operator: MTrue, MFalse, Atom, Variable, Not, And, Or,
Diamond, Box, Mu, and Nu. With this implementation, µ-calculus formulas do not
have to be declared in positive normal form. Instead, the framework lazily derives
positive normal forms when needed. This allows the formulas that annotate the
obligations to stay as close to the main formula as possible.

http://lvl.info.ucl.ac.be/FM2018/FM2018


Third, most of the features are implemented with Python decorators, that is,
function annotations that change the function behavior. For instance, aliases are
defined as Python functions returning the corresponding µ-calculus formula and
decorated with the @alias decorator. The code of Figure 7 shows a small part of
the ATL model checker built with the framework. The CAX function returns the
translation of the JagentsKX formula formula, marked with points of interest
and decision, and to which is attached the chosen action edge attributor.

@alias("[{ agents }] X {formula}")

def CAX(agents , formula ):

return POD(POI(chosen_action(

Box(agents + "_choose",

Or(Box(agents + "_follow", MFalse ()),

Diamond(agents + "_follow", formula )))

)))

@edge_attributor

def chosen_action(edge):

# ...

return {"action": actions}

Fig. 7. A part of the implementation of the ATL model checker built with the framework.

Relational graphs, and generated explanations in particular, are implemented
with the Graph class. Nodes and edges of these graphs are implemented with the
domaintuple class, a dictionary-like structure where domains of the elements are
identified by a name. Each operator of the relational graph algebra is implemented
by a method of the Graph class.

The framework allows the designer to efficiently translate an explanation back
into the top-level language. Nevertheless, these explanations remain complex
and difficult to understand. To help the user in understanding these complex
explanations, the implementation also provides a graphical visualization tool. A
snapshot of the tool is given in Figure 8.

The top left part presents the explanation: nodes are depicted in ovals, and
edges are depicted as arrows decorated with information in a box. This graph
can be moved with the mouse or automatically re-arranged. The information
displayed in nodes and edge labels come from the explanation elements themselves.
The tool also allows the user to select which keys of the graph elements are
displayed, through a right-click menu on the graph area. To enable interactivity,
the designer can specify a graphical menu that is displayed whenever the user
right-clicks on the element. This can be used, for instance, to expand partial
explanations. The top right part of the tool displays the complete information of
the selected element (the dashed one on Fig. 8). The bottom part of the tool can
display one particular path of the graph, selected by the user.



Fig. 8. A snapshot of the visualization tool.

5 Application to ATL

The objective of this section is to show the usefulness of the framework by
applying it to the ATL logic. It describes how explanations for ATL can be
obtained, displayed and manipulated thanks to the framework implementation.

The implementation represents a CGS with a standard SMV model to which
is attached a set of agents. Each agent has a name and a set of SMV input
variables corresponding to its actions. The SMV model itself defines what the
agents can do, and how the state of the model evolves according to their actions.

The translation of the CGS acts like a dictionary of transition relations, lazily
building these relations when needed. The advantage of this mechanism is that,
even if the CGS contains a lot of agents, its implementation builds the transition
relations only for the groups of agents appearing in the checked formula. The
translation of ATL formulas simply uses the Python classes provided by the
framework to define µ-calculus formulas.

To enrich and translate explanations, one alias is declared for each ATL
operator. All top-level formulas returned by the aliases are marked as points of
interest. Furthermore, both ⟪⟫X and JKX aliases are marked as points of decision,
to be able to generate small partial explanations and to allow the user to expand
them as she wishes.



Two attributors add information to obligations and edges of the explanation.
The first attributor attaches, to each obligation, the original state its state derives
from. This attributor is given to the explain algorithm to enrich all obligations.
The second attributor stores the actions chosen by the group in the outgoing
edge of the obligations labelled with a ⟪⟫X or JKX aliased formula. This way,
the information is more easily accessed by local translators. Figure 7 illustrates
these parts of the implementation.

Two local translators are defined, for ⟪⟫X and JKX. They extract, from the
two steps of the µ-calculus model, the original one-step transitions of the CGS.
The relational graph algebra is used to translate µ-calculus explanations back
into ATL ones. The translation:

1. projects the explanation nodes on formulas and original states;
2. groups nodes by their original state;
3. separates unexplained formulas from explained ones;
4. selects edges that are labelled with some actions;
5. keeps the original state and the formulas in nodes, and the actions in edges.

This translation produces explanations such as the one of Figures 6 and 8.
A chooser is defined to expand partial explanations. When dealing with a ⟪⟫X

alias, it gets the original actions of the group from the given successors and asks
the user to choose one of them through a window. Finally, the visualization tool
is used to display and manipulate the translated explanations, as shown in Fig. 8.
In particular, it provides, through a right-click menu, the list of unexplained
formulas. This menu triggers the expansion of the currently displayed partial
explanation, running through the chooser to select the action to play.

6 Related Work

Several authors already proposed solutions to explain why a CTL formula is
satisfied by some model. First, some authors proposed structures capturing the
part of the model witnessing the satisfaction [29,11,3]. These structures are
defined as hierarchies of paths, fitting the CTL semantics. Jiang and Ciardo
recently proposed a way to generate such hierarchies of paths with a minimal
number of states [19]. Other authors proposed more detailed structures, captur-
ing the part of the model, as well as sub-formulas and logical decomposition
steps [30,18,7,8,31,27,33]. These different solutions vary in terms of details they
provide about the satisfaction—by annotating or not the parts of the counter-
example with the sub-formulas they explain—, the fragments of the logic they
support—either the full logic or its universal fragment—, and the framework
they work in—explicit, game-based, proof-based, BDD-based model checking,
or Boolean Equation Systems (BES). All these solutions can be adapted to a
BDD-based framework and produced with the framework we propose.

Some solutions have also been proposed in the context of multi-modal logics,
adapting and extending the ideas from CTL to richer logics [26,24,25,5,34]. In
this context, MCK, a tool for verification of temporal and knowledge properties,



provides several debugging functionalities [17], such as a debugging game inspired
by Stirling’s games [32] in which the user can try to show why the model-checking
outcome is wrong while the system shows her why it is actually right. Such a
debugging game can be implemented with adequate choosers.

Finally, several solutions have also been proposed to represent and produce
explanations for the µ-calculus [21,20,23,14]. They differ from the ones presented
in this paper either by the way they are generated—such as the explanations of
Kick [21]—or by the actual framework they rely on.

All these solutions work for particular logics such as CTL, CTLK, the µ-
calculus, or are generic solutions with some application to one use case such as
BES and their extensions, games, or proofs. But no work proposes a solution to
produce explanations and to translate them back into the original language, as
the µ-calculus framework of this paper. They either limit themselves to one logic,
or they provide generic structures without giving explicit help for applying and
translating it into something useful for the end user.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we described a solution for µ-calculus-based logics explanations.
The proposed framework integrates a µ-calculus model checker that generates
rich explanations and provides several functionalities to translate them into
explanations for a top-level logic such as ATL. It has been implemented with
PyNuSMV, taking advantage of Python functionalities such as function decorators
to easily describe the different features. The implementation also integrates a
graphical tool to visualize, manipulate and explore the explanations.

One of the main advantages of the framework is that many logics can be
translated into the µ-calculus, such as CTL, Fair CTL, CTLK, ATL, and PDL. It
is thus generic enough to provide model-checking functionalities for all of them.
Furthermore, thanks to the framework, the designer does not have to worry
about designing and implementing a model checker, nor about generating rich
explanations. Nevertheless, she has to translate the top-level models and formulas
into µ-calculus. Model translation can be difficult—for instance, the translation
from an ATL CGS to a µ-calculus structure is not trivial—and the framework
gives no help to complete this task.

The framework features allow the designer to divide the concerns into smaller
parts, first dealing with formula translations (with aliases and markers), then
with single elements (with attributors), small sub-graphs (with local translation),
and with the whole explanation (with the algebra). Furthermore, all the features
are useful, as illustrated by the ATL case. In particular, local translators are
useless for cases such as CTL, but for ATL, where the model translation is
difficult, they can help treating small parts of the explanation separately, instead
of having to deal with the whole explanation graph at once. The visualization
tool provided by the framework complements the translation features. The latter
help the designer to produce useful explanations while the former helps the user
visualize, manipulate and explore it.



Finally, the framework supports interactive and guided generation of the
explanations through choosers. This can lead to smaller manageable partial
explanations that can be interactively expanded, as illustrated by the ATL case.

One of the main drawbacks of the framework is the fact that it produces one
single explanation at a time. Representing several explanations at once could
help the user to extract the reasons for the satisfaction of the formula more
easily. As future work, it would be interesting to explore how we could represent
several explanations at once by using binary decision diagrams to represent sets
of obligations instead of single ones. Furthermore, translating a CGS and an ATL
formula into a µ-calculus model and a formula is not an easy task compared
to other logics such as CTL and CTLK. One solution to make this particular
translation easier is to use the alternating-time µ-calculus [1] as base logic instead
of the propositional µ-calculus. Finally, it would be interesting to explore solutions
to provide translation functionalities for the model itself. With such translation
functionalities, the translation of explanations back into the original language
could become automatic.
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